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    Welcome

    Welcome to RocketReviews.com (formerly EMRR).

    RocketReviews.com is the home of almost 5000 reviews of rocketry kits and products. Written by visitors to RocketReviews.com like you, the reviews cover everything from low-power model rocket kits to high-power rocket motors.

    The site's Flight Log allows you to record and share your rockets and their flights.  The Builds feature helps you document your rocketry projects.

    At RocketReviews.com, you'll also find a large collection of rocketry resources such as a list of rocketry clubs, and large libraries of OpenRocket design files and Rocksim design files. A number of rocketry tools and calculators are available to help you design, build, and fly your rockets.

    As you explore RocketReviews.com, you'll also find a number of fun things such as a huge library of rocketry videos and a collection of photo albums.

  




    
  
    Latest Reviews

      	Estes Pro Series II Panavia (clone) (2024-01-06)
	Animal Motor Works Blue Baboon (2023-12-07)
	New Way Squareros (2023-10-22)
	The not so mean machine (2023-10-09)
	Launchpad Rockets Ready to Launch Kit (2022-04-25)


  



  
    Latest Builds

      	Mercury Redstone -- Liberty Bell 7 (2024-03-01)
	SR11-teen Slackbird (2023-10-10)
	Mega (2023-10-01)
	MegaMax (2023-09-13)
	 (2023-09-13)
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    Featured Review

    
    RailButtons.com Matt's Rail Buttons
		Manufacturer:	RailButtons.com   [image: ]


Overall Rating: [image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ]
Contributed by Dick Stafford
[image: Rail Buttons]Brief:
I have been using a BlackSky Standard Rail for some time, mostly for mid-powered rockets. Although I used rail buttons them on a couple of modrocs, I quickly decided that they were overkill and just too costly for that application. Well, around a month ago I saw a post on r.m.r. from a fellow named Matt Stum. To promote the use of rails, he is producing, on a limited basis, nylon rail buttons that are compatible with the BlackSky rail system. The *really* good news is the price! At a quarter a piece, these buttons are now attractive for modroc applications.

[image: Buttons]Construction:
Matt's buttons are composed of two washers and a spacer, and come with a zinc-plated steel screw. They come in black, white, red, and blue and the colors can be mixed and matched. I like the look of red, white, and blue buttons against the shiny surface of my Estes Mercury Atlas. The buttons' reflection on the mirror finish gives the illusion of additional tiers of washers, an effect that wasn't noticeable with a solid black color. (The attached pics show this reflection, but the look is much better in-person.) These buttons come in a plain zip lock bag with no paperwork. He provides instructions on his site and, if you have used any other rail buttons, they are pretty much self explanatory. Although the nylon is not as tough as delrin, I can't imagine this being an issue for model or mid powered rockets. They have certainly worked well for me, having used them on my Atlas and my Mean Machine. I have also installed a set of them on my Public Enemy 3" Ultra Fatboy. Hopefully, it won't be long before I give them a try on high power!

Summary:
Based on their "bang-for-the-buck", I can't help but give them a rating of 5 points. Finally, I recommend you jump on these fast - who knows how long they will be available at this low a price?!? Here's the URL to Matt's site: http://www.railbuttons.com/rb/

Overall Rating: 5 out of 5

UPDATE 2/02:
[image: Rail Buttons]Since I wrote this review, Matt has expanded his product line. He added two new colors (yellow and green) to his line of nylon buttons. He also added Delrin buttons in both standard (1000 Series) and large sizes (1500 Series). The latter buttons are for the 1.5" 80/20 "1515" extrusion.

I have now added nylon buttons to many of my rockets, from low to high power, and have yet to have a problem. I also bought a few of the larger buttons to give me more flexibility on what pads I can use at the MDRA high power launches. I now commonly add both a launch lug and a set of buttons to my mid/high power rockets.

If you are interested in rails but think they are too expensive, make sure to check out his site (URL is above). He has plan for a DIY (do it yourself) 1" rail, and will be adding plans for a 1.5" rail. Oh, and is buttons are still dirt cheap, you should consider stocking up before he starts distributing through retailers and the prices jump.
Browse our database of about 4,300 reviews of rocketry kits and other products.
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  [image: Volcanic Rocket - LD10-EN027 - Rare - 1st Edition]

  
     Volcanic Rocket - ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Volcanic Rocket - SGX1-ENH10 - Secret Rare - 1st Edition]

  
     Volcanic Rocket - ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: 5X Ultra Rare Card Elite Bundle | 300+ Authentic Cards Guaranteed | Legendary, VSTAR, VMAX, V, GX, or EX | Plus Bonus 30x Holo or Rare | GG Deck Box Compatible with Pokemon Cards]

  
     5X Ultra Rare Card Elite ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Estes Boosted Bertha Flying Model Rocket Kit| Multi-Stage Booster Rocket | Advanced Level Build | Soarsup to 1000']

  
     Estes Boosted Bertha ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Estes 1329 Multi-ROC Flying Model Rocket Kit | Multistage Booster Rocket with Glider | Expert Level Build]

  
     Estes 1329 Multi-ROC ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Ultra Rare Starter Bundle | 100+ Authentic Cards | 1x Ultra Rare Guaranteed | Legendary, VSTAR, VMAX, V, GX, or EX | Plus Bonus 10x Holos or Rares | GG Deck Box for Kids]

  
     Ultra Rare Starter ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Metaverse Trainer Level Up Box - 100 Pack - 2 X Ultra RARES, VSTAR, VMAX, V, GX or EX - Compatible with Ultra Rare Pokemon Cards Legendary - 10 Holos - Compatible with Pokemon Cards Rare]

  
     Metaverse Trainer Level ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: 1x Ultra Rare Battle Bundle | 60+ Cards Including 5 Holo or Rare Cards | GG Box Compatible with Pokemon Cards]

  
     1x Ultra Rare Battle ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Estes Model Rockets Athena, Brown/a]

  
     Estes Model Rockets ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Estes 1491 Taser Rocket Launch Set,Brown/A]

  
     Estes 1491 Taser Rocket ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Rocket Warrior - SBCB-EN172 - Common - 1st Edition]

  
     Rocket Warrior - ... (Amazon)

  


                
  [image: Estes 3 Bandits Model Rocket Kit, Multi color, Pack of 1]

  
     Estes 3 Bandits Model ... (Amazon)
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